
Decorative hanging lights with longer barrels reduce beam diameter to 60cm @ 2.25m mounting height

Pergola height:                       2.5m                                  2.5m                               2.25m                                       2.25m   

Lighting 
example

Beam diameter                    202cm                               120cm                             175cm                                100cm
@ table top
 75cm  high                   

Beam diameter
@Ground level                    290cm                                172cm                              260cm                               155cm

0                                                                         0                                                                       0                                                                         0       Lamp beam:                            60  38 60  38

12v Hanging Downlights
Pergolight is a small 12v MR16 20-

35w downlight for illuminating a seating area or 
feature below a tree, arbour or pergola. It has 
an open base and accepts a clip-on MR16 
accessory, such as a spread lens over a 
hanging basket, a frosted lens or glare louvre 
over a seating area or a moonlighting filter for 
hanging from trees. Pergolight is available in 
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Moonray decorat ive hanging 

downlight has a perforated barrel which 
combines a downlighting beam with pinpoints 
of light through the side to add fun and sparkle 
to a garden lighting scheme. Moonrays may be 
used as downlighters over a table, along a 
pergola walkway or hanging from tree 
branches. They have a 1m cable, an open base 
and can accommodate a clip-on MR16 
accessory such as a frosted lens, glare louvre 
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12v Hanging downlights 
have a 1m cable & 
require a T9962 cable 
joint kit to connect to the 
end of a low voltage 
cable or a T9963 cable 
splice kit to connect into 
a cable run 
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12v L.E.D. LAMPS

HALOGEN POWERSAVERS

12v HALOGEN LAMPS
 

Energy Rating

Silver

copper (which weathers 
naturally), silver and rustic 
brown powder-coated 

o aluminium. Use a 20w 60
 MR16 halogen lamp or 

MR16LED3WW l .e.d. 
lamp for subtle lighting. 
(Order separately)

o or colour filter. A 20w 38
 h a l o g e n  l a m p o r  

MR16LED3WW  l .e.d. 
module is recommended  
(order separately).

E8521 Natural copper

E8571 Rustic brown

E8581 Silver

E7821 Natural copper

E7871 Rustic brown

E7881 Silver


